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Beauty is an especially successful ecommerce category with distribution, online reviews
and search visibility on retail sites being the most important factors when it comes to
giving some brands an edge over others, according to L2’s latest report.

T he "Insight Report: Prestige Retailer Ecommerce" details the digital IQ of beauty brands
in today’s market and found that those that focused on both online reviews and search
visibility were more successful than their competitors. T he study’s statistics revealed that
brands such as Estée Lauder and Christian Dior have been especially savvy in these
departments.
"T he report highlights the importance of ecommerce with traditional brick and mortar
retailers as well as pure play etailers for beauty brands," said Eleanor Powers, director,
Insight Reports, at L2, New York, "even as beauty brands develop their own direct-toconsumer sales."
L2′s Insight Report: Prestige Retailer Ecommerce focused on ecommerce data from
Nordstom, Macy's and Sephora.

Now you see me
Distribution is also an important element, with increased distribution leading to
boosted sales, and Nordstrom currently has the largest brand selection of prestige beauty
products when compared to other department stores or etailers. Additionally, Nordstrom
had the number one Digital IQ for department stores in 2014.

L2 graph showing number of unique site visitors
Search visibility is a key factor in improving a brand’s ecommerce, and Estée Lauder is
currently the forerunning in this arena. T he Estée Lauder Company owns six of the top
10 most visible brands on Nordstrom.com, as measured by the average first-page visibility
for relevant key-word searches.
Other brands in the top 10 on Nordstrom.com included Dior and La Mer. Both Dior, an
LVMH-owned company, and Estée Lauder were consistently among the most visible
brands in other department store searches as well.

Dior and La Mer are among the most visible brands on Nordstrom.com
Online reviews are a factor in 90 percent of purchases, and products with reviews have a
12.5 greater conversation rate than other products. T he L2 study found that review volume
did not correlate with site traffic, as measured by monthly unique site visits.

Number of visits does not correspond with number of reviews
Additionally, the study found that the average number of reviews per brand was heavily
skewed, with the top 10 most reviewed brands indexing three times as high as the average
for all brands. On Nordstrom.com Chanel was the second most reviewed brand with an
average of 132.6, Estée Lauder was the fifth with an average of 52 and Lancôme was ninth
with 37.2.

Chanel, Estée Lauder and Lancôme are among the most reviewed on Nordstrom.com
Digital dilemmas
While beauty ecommerce is currently flourishing, L2 has previously identified other areas
of marketing that could use improvement.
For example, in 2014, 56 percent of beauty brands received challenged or feeble rankings
for their digital performance in France, indicating that attention given to other markets
saps commitment to the studied country, according to L2’s report.
T he Digital IQ Index: Beauty France investigated why digital innovation has lagged in
France even though ecommerce sales are rising. As evidence of the disproportionate
attention paid to other markets, 48 percent of brands surveyed have mobile optimized Web
sites in France, versus 75 percent in the United States (see story).
Additionally, L2 has reported on the importance of digital awareness, arguing that the
digital presence of a luxury brand is increasingly important for the consumer’s
purchasing decision, but that among luxury watch and jewelry brands 90 percent do not
offer clear pricing information online.
Changes in the Chinese economy and the emergence of the Apple Watch are forcing
watch and jewelry brands to reprioritize jewelry within their brands. T hese changes,
especially those in digital, can reshape brands into a more relatable and enticing brand
for digital-savvy consumers to interact with and purchase from (see story).
T hese reports can help brands learn more about their ecommerce and digital
performance. T hey can potentially use this information to transform marketing strategies
and improve sales.
"Brands need to invest in distribution partnerships to optimize their performance, for
instance through optimizing content for additional visibility in search," Ms. Powers said.
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